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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Morning/ Good AfternoonThank you for inviting Global Affairs Canada to this meeting. It is a pleasure to be here, even if virtually.Today we will (briefly) considerThe Origin of the RSSSA3 Year RSSSA Modernization TaskYear 1 April 2019-March 2020 resultsYear 2 April 2020-March 2021 plansThe Ad-Hoc RSSSA Advisory CommitteeYear 2 ResultsYear 3 April 2021-March 2022 plansA Final Word



Remote Sensing Space Systems Act

• In Canada, the RADARSAT-2 program in 1998, raised 
national security, defense and foreign policy concerns. 

• Canada's Access Control Policy was announced in 1999. 
• An Agreement (Treaty) with the USA, concerning remote 

sensing, was signed on June 16, 2000
• The Remote Sensing Space Systems Act entered into force 

in 2007. 
• The Act was jointly sponsored by the Minister of Foreign 

Affairs, the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency 
Preparedness, the Minister of National Defence and the 
Minister of Industry 
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In Canada, the RADARSAT-2 program in 1998, raised national security, defense and foreign policy concerns. Canada's Access Control Policy was announced in 1999. An Agreement (Treaty) with the USA, concerning remote sensing, was signed on June 16, 2000The Remote Sensing Space Systems Act entered into force in 2007. The Act was jointly sponsored by the Minister of Foreign Affairs, the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness, the Minister of National Defence and the Minister of Industry 



Remote Sensing Space Systems Act

• For systems CAPABLE of Remote Sensing
• Public and Private systems
• Covers both operations and data through five 

Controlled Activities
• Ministerial considerations 
• Flexible rather than prescriptive
• Requires an Independent Review every 5 years
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Controlled Activitiesformulating or giving a command to a remote sensing satellite of the system; receiving raw data from a remote sensing satellite of the system;storing, processing or distributing raw data from the system;establishing or usingcryptography in communications with a remote sensing satellite of the system, orinformation assurance measures for the system.AT GAC:Licensing Inspections Bilateral and Multilateral Consultations Balancing Canada’s national security, national defence and foreign policy interests with economic and commercial interests Consultations: Within GAC, OGDs, Internationally 



Ministerial Discretion

• Exemptions
• Additional Conditions in a licence
• Length of time for the licence
• Arrangement satisfactory to the Minister 

re guarantee of performance for the 
disposal plan
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4(3) The Minister may, by order, exempt any person or remote sensing space system — or any class of person, system or data — from the application of any provisions of this Act or the regulations. 8(5) In a licence, the Minister may specify any other condition that the Minister considers appropriate….8(8) “A Licence is valid for the period that the Minister considers appropriate and specifies in it.”9 (1) The Minister may not issue a licence without having approved ……(b) arrangements satisfactory to the Minister relating to the guarantee of the performance of the licensee’s obligations under the system disposal plan.GAC takes into consideration the uniqueness of any system when drafting a licence (mission objectives, design, capabilities, model of operation, partnership, business model, security etc.) The licence conditions are formulated based on the particular technicalities of each system. GAC consults with key stakeholders and security experts at the stage of drafting a licence and during the ongoing compliance.



Independent Review Recommendations

• Need to be more transparent
• Need to account for technological advances
• Need to nurture and support R&D initiatives
• Need to support commercial operations 
• Need to support the regulatory team 
• Need to have a comprehensive Canadian Outer 

Space Strategy 
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Other PressuresPrivate Sector discontentGaps in fulfillment of International (UN) obligationsGaps in Canadian Legislation (e.g. launches)Increasing disconnects with other space-faring nations that have more recent legislationNew technologies that did not exist when the Act came into force on 5 April 2007Increasing numbers and severity of violations and lack of enforcementNew risks from new technologies and business models currently on the drawing board that should be consideredCybersecurityIrritants, impediments and roadblocks experienced by licensees and regulators since 2007Lack of an omnibus Canadian Space Law



RSSSA Modernization Task

• 3 Year task from 2019-2021
• Year One focus – Process
• Year Two focus –Positive Momentum Despite the Pandemic
• Year Three focus –Health 
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Modernization Task - Year One

• Ad-Hoc RSSSA Advisory Committee
• Outreach Activities
• Bilateral Renewal
• Streamline application review processes
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Ensuring that the industry, especially new players, is aware that early contact with the regulator is both possible and encouraged. Proposing a contract to explore what other key space-faring nations are doing when evaluating systems.Better coordinating via regular bilateral consultations with international regulatory counterparts.Coordinating and regularizing multilateral consultations to achieve a better implementation of international obligations and create a level playing field for Canadian remote sensing industry.Process change may take varied forms, including educating the applicant; placing greater responsibility on the applicant to provide a complete application before the “clock starts ticking”; detailed checklists for both the applicant and the regulator; improved use of the website; and, training for regulators, especially those with less than two years’ experience, and potentially putting in place mandatory training for new employees. 



Ad-Hoc RSSSA Advisory Committee

• Embraces Space Community: private sector, public sector (academic 
and government), international sector

• Included Joanne Gabrynowicz, University of Mississippi 
• Eight meetings over 15 months
• comment on the revised US regulations. 

– no discussion other than commerce seems to like it 
– Will Canada adapt a similar approach? 
– the US “Tier” approach can be compared to the “Class Exemptions” 
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The Ad-Hoc Committee noted concerns:DefinitionsLicence TermVague TerminologyAdditional RequirementsPossible Outdated Formats for DocumentsGuarantee ArrangementsDocumentation RequirementsSatellite RegistrationPreamble for Industry



Year One Results - Process

• Ad-Hoc RSSSA Review Committee contributed extensive input and 
feedback 

• Anonymized notes from Committee meetings available from Global 
Affairs Canada and on McGill Space Law Website

• Client Procedural Circular produced. 
– The RSSSA Operating License Application Guide (published on website)
– RSSSA 101 Guide to the Act and Regulations

• Increased transparency through outreach activities
• Bilateral consultations reinvigorated
• Multilateral consultations being planned
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Results for Year One included:Development of a process flowchart to outline steps in an application review as a guide to regulators.Development of a draft of a Client Procedural Circular (CPC) that includes a list of documents required for a complete application and a description of the steps taken to consider an application or conduct an inspection.Creation of an Ad-Hoc RSSSA Advisory Committee and met 3 times in Year OneOutreach through presentations at conferences and other events and inviting greater public involvement in the modernization of the Act, . Training course for staff, Ensure that the industry, especially new players, is aware that early contact with the regulator is both possible and encouraged. Renewal of coordination with international regulatory counterparts, bilaterally or multilaterally, We have met bilaterally with 5 countries.



Year Two – Positive Momentum Despite the Pandemic

• Further alignment with international standards and obligations
• Impact of Canada as a “launching state” for remote sensing satellites
• Impact of new technology and business models on the Regulations 

and the Act.
• Coordination with other space-faring nations
• SURVIVE COVID
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Year Two of activity (FY2020-2021) started just as the Covid-19 virus impacted operations. Work from home emerged as the rule not the exception. Zoom, WebEx and Microsoft Teams became household expressions along with the commands “wash your hands”, “don’t touch your face” and the occasional “can’t you see I’m busy!”  When Year Two started in April 2020, the team was already working from home. Personnel changes took place; Casual staff were not renewed, two new licencing officers were hired and soon after a new Deputy Director was rotated in. A contract for a 3 day training course for the regulatory team (Legal colleagues invited to join) – Space Fundamentals - Technology, Policy & Law– was signed and training delivered via Zoom. A contract for the 2022 independent review was signed in February 2021 ensuring the report will be submitted on time to be tabled in Parliament in April 2022.  Efforts to increase outreach and engagement with stakeholders, to increase transparency, continued despite challenges. Planned conference presentations were replaced by their electronic equivalents.



Year Two - Results

• Ad-Hoc Committee:
– considered Processes, Regulation and Act changes
– Praised the Operating Licence Application Guide
– Perhaps edits to Guide are better than Regulation (or Act) changes
– Bottom Line – successful Canadian Space Industry

• US regulation changes noted
• Online presentations
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The highest priority of the year was the continued functioning of the Ad-Hoc RSSSA Advisory Committee (the Committee). The anonymous notes from the Committee meetings are available from GAC on request. McGill University has these notes posted at their Institute of Air and Space Law site. The Wrap-up Report of the Ad-Hoc Committee will also be made available.The Committee, at the June 2020 meeting, could not differentiate between Act changes, Regulations changes, or application guide changes and thought perhaps “additional information in the guide would suffice”. Members of the Committee were invited to express their viewpoint on which changes were priorities for them. The approval of class exemptions was viewed as being the top priority, followed by the inclusion of support for industry in the Act   and “anything that reduces the timeframe to get a licence”. The average timeline for the issuance of a licence from the date a complete application is submitted is less than 60 days. This is another reason the application guide was on the priority list to increase transparency and clarity of the application requirements and process.Note that consideration of commerce is only in the regulations and seen as an “add-on” of little value by industry.Significant results during the second year include: five meetings of Ad-Hoc Committee with discussions of the recommendation contained in the independent reports as well as possible Regulation and Act changes.the update of the GAC website including the publication of the Operating Licence Application Guide; notes from each of the Ad-Hoc Committee meetings were made available on request and through the McGill Institute of Air and Space Law site; the introduction of the generic email address RSSSA-LSTS@international.gc.ca ; virtual presentations discussing the modernization task;  staff training via ZOOM; and initial assessment of new US remote sensing regulations 



Year Three - Health

• Continued respect for COVID
• Continued virtual outreach 
• Bilateral engagement with US 

counterparts
• Multilateral engagement with 

other space-faring nations
• Consider a new Advisory 

Committee
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The best we can do in the circumstances of COVID-19 and minority governmentThe original focus defined for Year Three (FY2021-2022) was on possible Act changes. Some definitions could be better aligned with the UN conventions and the usage of other space-faring nations. The Ad-Hoc Committee looked at eight possible Act changes in the September 2020 meeting. Highlighting the need for a successful Canadian Space Industry, they said “anything that reduces the timeframe to get a licence”. Tied to this wish is the suggestion often heard in the industry that “an applicant should be able to submit an application with a presumption of success”.  Some of the many possible avenues of research in Year Three will need to be necessarily curtailed to fit within budgetary and health limits. Emphasis will be placed on continued outreach activities with industry and including bilateral engagement with US satellite regulatory team, review of the US regulations, multilateral coordination of regulatory regimes, such as US, Germany, the UK and Australia, consideration of developing a new Committee or Advisory Board,. This is achievable based on efforts to date. Issues:Fine Tuning preparations for 2022 reviewImpact of US regulations changes on RSSSA



A Final Word

Simply put, if the applicant is better informed of the material 
needed to be submitted in the application and the regulator is 

provided with guidelines for unique considerations and a 
“cookbook” approach for more regular inputs, then a speedier 

conclusion to an application review will occur with positive 
results.

Questions and Comments to 
RSSSA-LSTS@international.gc.ca
Estelle.Chou@international.gc.ca

Gordon.Deecker@international.gc.ca
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We should rethink diminishing the “flexibility” of the legislation though amendments that set exact standards.  There is an opportunity to reduce the confusion inherent in the RSSSA or Regulations, while also reducing the appetite for changing the text for “clarity’s sake”.  The Application Guide, as well as presentations and workshops explaining how the legislation is being implemented by GAC in the current timeframe, will serve to mitigate many such concerns. Simply put, if the applicant is better informed of the material needed to be submitted in the application and the regulator is provided with guidelines for unique considerations and a “cookbook” approach for more regular inputs, then a speedier conclusion to an application review will occur with positive results.
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